Information on handling of COVID-19 for DESY summer students 2022

July 17, 2022, O. Behnke

- Information on DESY’s handling of COVID-19 can be found at the webpage [https://www.desy.de/coronavirus/index_eng.html](https://www.desy.de/coronavirus/index_eng.html)
- The current valid guidelines are provided at [https://www.desy.de/sites2009/site_www-desy/content/e301782/e301873/e315086/220712_DESYGuidelinesCorona_eng.pdf](https://www.desy.de/sites2009/site_www-desy/content/e301782/e301873/e315086/220712_DESYGuidelinesCorona_eng.pdf)

Please have a look, among other things DESY strongly recommends

- to wear FFP2 masks in closed rooms (such as the DESY auditorium, offices, etc.)
- and to keep distances, e.g. in the main auditorium please use only every 3rd seat

- Please be aware that when you travel in Hamburg with the public transport (HVV): wearing of masks is obligatory.

- Your group at DESY is responsible for supplying you with masks and rapid covid-19 antigen tests, once you start your work project

- It is recommended that you frequently test yourself, in particular also if you feel only mild symptoms of a possible infection. If the test result is positive then please stay in your Hostel room and contact the DESY health service by writing an email to [health.service@desy.de](mailto:health.service@desy.de) They will discuss with you further measures. Please also write an email to [hostel@desy.de](mailto:hostel@desy.de) and to your supervisor(s) and inform them about the positive test. Please take note that PCR-test is not automatically needed and after five days and without symptoms another self test should be done. The health service will advise you on the exact steps.

In case of questions write to [summie-org@desy.de](mailto:summie-org@desy.de)